
	  
	  

 

Three Tips for the Price of One 

Give Your Toilet Flush More Gush  

When your toilet and gravity don’t seem to get along, it can be stressful for 

everyone in the household. Before you despair — or call a plumber — see if you 

can give your flush more gush. Look behind your toilet (probably on the wall or 

the floor) for your water valve. Once you’ve located it, turn the valve clock wise 

as far as it goes. Next turn the valve counterclockwise as far as you can — just 

keep going until it won’t let you turn it anymore. Once you can’t turn it anymore, 

it’s fully open, and that should help your toilet tank get its optimum water fill, 

which should power up your flush. We’ve found this worked in many cases as 

sometimes an ill informed previous homeowner or a frugal housemate turns the 

valve half closed to try and preserve water. This of course does nothing but slow 

the toilets fill rate and lower the flush power.  

Banish Musty Front-Load Washer Smells  

The first step to non-stinky washers is prevention is try to move clothes out 

before they get musty, this may be easier said than done, but will go a long way 

toward a fresher washer. Leave the door open to let the washer itself air out after 

loads. There are other measures you can take if you feel like putting in a little 

more elbow grease. First, clean the door’s rubber seal with a half-and-half 

solution of water and vinegar about once a month. Also, run a cleansing cycle in 

the wash, where you run it on the hottest cycle with the tub empty except for a 

cup of baking soda in the drum, and using distilled white vinegar in the detergent 

dispenser. Finally, clean your drain pump filter every few weeks, per your 

washer’s instructions. 
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Remove Lime Deposits from Sinks  

Forget about putting the lime in the coconut — to get these intractable white 

stains out of your sink, bet on vinegar to beat lime. Soak paper towels in vinegar 

and apply them to the areas with the lime-deposit/hard-water stains. One caveat: 

this may discolor brass or colored fixtures, so proceed with caution when you are 

cleaning around those styles of drains. 

 


